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United Way Delhi is an independent local not for profit organization
affiliated to the United Way Worldwide Family, a 135 year old global
not for profit network and listed as #1 largest charity by private
donations in US and Canada by FORBES.
United Way Delhi (UWD) since 2008, is working actively to advance the
‘common good’ for the local community through innovative
interventions and partnerships. Our programs are based on the ‘LifeCycle approach’. United Way Delhi aspires to improve lives by
addressing issues of local importance under different domains
including Early Childcare, Education, Health, Environment, Livelihood
and Disaster Response.
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OUR VALUES

|
MISSION VISION

Our Core Values

3. Inclusiveness

The mission of United Way (UW) is to improve lives by mobilizing the caring power of communities around the
world to advance the common good.

•

We are strong only when we are inclusive.

•

We aspire to involve every segment of the community in every aspect of our work.

•

We are committed to understanding the political, economic, social, and cultural context of our work and activities.

•

We act in ways that respect the dignity, uniqueness, and intrinsic worth of every person—the community, the donors,
our own staff and families, boards, and volunteers.

•

We believe in a movement built from the rich diversity and gifts of all people in all systems.

This critical role requires that all of us involved in UW, who foster such an essential public good, must assume the
responsibility of earning public trust.
Accordingly, United Way plays a unique role both as a leader in the health and human services sector and as a
major resource to member United Way organizations to build trust through all that we do. This bond of trust goes
far beyond legal or regulatory requirements to include our core values, and ethics.
To fulfill this special obligation, our core values provide the foundation on which we base our actions and
decisions.

1. Impact and commitment to community success

4. Integrity and accountability
•

We act with integrity that justifies trust.

•

We uphold our core mission in a manner that promotes the trust of our volunteers, donors and stakeholders.

•

We maintain the highest standards of excellence and accountability, including prudent use of finances, and accurate
and honest disclosures of information.

•

We make a positive difference and have a measurable impact of enduring consequence.

•

We make a difference in our community and collectively in our world. Our efforts change lives.

•

We are committed to a United Way that is relevant to all people, all cultures, all communities, and the times.

5. Innovation

•

We assume responsibility as good stewards of and are accountable for our work and sustainable results.

•

We value innovation in community building to effect positive change.

•

We are effective educators and conveners — bringing all segments of the community together to promote individual
wellbeing and common good.

•

We are leaders of a process that multiplies the impact of people’s innate desire and capacity to care for one another.

•

We help transform visions of compassion and giving into dynamic reality.

2. Volunteerism
• We are made relevant and impactful through the spirit of volunteerism.
• United Way is outstanding in the way it invites volunteers to express their philanthropic beliefs.
• We believe that the most effective models of service and excellence are created through the leadership of volunteers.

6
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FOREWORD

HEERA
Youth Leader
Karvaan Youth Resource Center
Aya Nagar, Delhi

It feels great honor to be writing for the United Way Delhi
Organizational Annual Report 2020-21. Being provided with this
space speaks volumes about this organization, which has always
encouraged and motivated me to strive towards excellence. Coming
from a background that had a lot of ups and downs, I have a journey
to share.

The country faced tough times in the pandemic, but at the same
time, it helped the civil society grow stronger. United Way Delhi
has been integral to the District Administration’s Covid
response. With support from UWD, the first lab for the city of
Gurugram was established which was inaugurated by the Hon’
CM of Haryana Sh. Manohar Lal Khattar Ji.

My first memory of United Way Delhi was when I got enrolled at the
Karvaan Youth Resource Center, and soon my interest grew in
leadership sessions and life skill sessions. At first, as a student and
then as a mentor, it feels great to be a part of this wonderful
organization. From the times when I usually kept to myself to the
present when I lead various community-level initiatives, it has been a
long way up that hill. The Karvaan-Youth Resource Center
has been a constant. Earlier this year, the nation witnessed
difficult times of the COVID pandemic. Besides the government and
frontline workers, we as youth wanted to roll up our sleeves
and do our bit to make sure COVID appropriate behavior is
ensured on the one hand. At the same time, different myths are
busted both around the pandemic and the vaccine. We formed a
dedicated Youth Task Force in the Aya Nagar community with the
support of the UWD team and carried out multiple campaigns,
including posters on awareness, Do’s and Don’ts etc. to address the
challenges. It was a difficult stage but we are happy that we as a
group were able to contribute in our capacities.

The organisation supported our health infrastructure during
both the first wave and second wave. UWD intervention has
always been dynamic and responsive to the evolving situation
on the ground.
Once the vaccine was made available, we realised the need for
an evolved vaccine ecosystem in the region, UWD helped us
with refrigerators, iceboxes, awareness campaigns etc
for the vaccine rollout. A fully refrigerated van was also
supported by the organisation.
We value the continued partnership and look forward to more
such collaborations. Wishing everyone good health, stay safe,
stay united.

DR. VIRENDER YADAV
Chief Medical Officer
Gurugram, Haryana

Having crips career goals are important for youth, especially for us
to visualize a change in the long run. I am excited; today I aspire to
join Bachelors in Fine Arts. Being able to express and address
issues of shared importance in the most creative manner, I am sure
I will add meaning for myself and others in the community.
On behalf of all the youth at our Centre and the community, I would
like to take a moment to wish the Organization, Leadership, Partners
best wishes for this year and for the years to come.

8
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FOCUS AREAS
`

Health
Financial
Stability

Disaster
Response

Education

United Way Delhi Works towards improving lives in a measurable, scalable and sustainable
way by mobilizing the caring power of the community.
UWD’s programs across domains are aligned to the Sustainable Development Goals, creating
a cohesive and sustainable model for the community.

Environment
Early Childcare

United Way Delhi
National Capital Region
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UNITED AGAINST
COVID-19
United Way Delhi’s COVID-19 Response Initiative

Haryana
Delhi
Punjab

Uttarakhand
Uttar Pradesh

Gujarat

REACHED OUT TO

15 Lakhs+
Individuals

Maharashtra

in

8+ States

Tamil Nadu
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Due to COVID-19 pandemic, financial year 2020-21 ushered in fresh and unprecedented challenges for the
vulnerable people, particularly infants, girls and youth. It unleashed a massive global health crisis that requires
large-scale interventions. While organizations responded on ground, it was important to strategize and restrategize at each stage towards aiding the ongoing efforts of the government. As a part of United Way Delhi’s
continuous endeavor and pursuit of advancing the common good, a dedicated CoVID Task Force was formed to
respond under the United Against COVID campaign. United Way Delhi response focused on the following areas:

Family Support Package
Due to the ongoing pandemic and lockdown, economic activity other than essential services has come to a halt,
affecting the livelihoods of thousands of migrant laborers. Under our campaign, we supported migrant laborers
with a family essentials kit (dry ration and hygiene supplies) for a period of 60 days.

Digital Education Support Program

Hospital Support Package
To strengthen our healthcare system. Our intervention included facilitation of essential equipment, high-end
medical machinery, RT-PCR testing infrastructure, etc in 15+ hospitals in Delhi, U.P, Haryana, Punjab, Tamil Nadu,
Maharashtra, Gujarat.

Due to the ongoing pandemic, and schools going virtual, a fair section of the government-school/NGO-schools
going children faced difficulties in continuing their education due to lack of access to digital devices, internet
connection. United Way Delhi in partnership with NGOs worked towards bridging this gap and ensuring holistic
and quality education for all, with an evolved and digital approach amidst pandemic.

Frontliners Support Package
To facilitate necessary protective gear for frontliners including Police Personnel, Sanitation Workers, Health
Workers etc.

Formation and
orientation of
UWD COVID
Task Force

Corporates Join
hands with UWD
under United
Against COVID
campaign

Supporting Medical
Infrastructure and COVID care
equipment at LNJP Hospital,
Safderjung Hospital, Rajeev
Gandhi Hospital, Satywadi Raja
Harishchander Hospitals, etc

Facilitating 4000+ ration kits
in communities including Aya
Nagar, Badshahpur, Sangam
Vihar, Birjwasan, Kapashera,
Khirka Dhaula etc

UWD Sets up first RT PCR
Testing Lab in Gurugram at
Civil Hospital, inaugurated
by Shri Manohar Lal Khattar,
CM, Haryana

UWD launches Digital
Education Support Program,
1000+ students supported
with digital devices and
internet package

15 Lakhs+
Individuals
Need Assessments in
Collaboration with Local
Government Bodies,
Municipal Corporations
and Communities.

14 UNITED WAY DELHI: ANNUAL REPORT

Joining hands with NGO Partners/
Network, assisting them with
1500+ ration kits impacting 7500+
community members

Provisioning Frontline
Support Kits for Police
Personnel in Delhi NCR,
Haryana and healthcare
professionals and safai
karamcharis

Upgradation of Testing
Facilities at LNJP Hospital,
inaugurated by
Shri Satyender Jain
Health Minister, Delhi NCR

UWD-92.7 Big FM
Join Hands for
Yudh-Corona Ke
Virudh Awareness
Campaign

UNITED WE FIGHT
UNITED WE WIN
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GLIMPSES FROM THE GROUND
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37.5%
Increase in enrolment rate at Anganwadi
Centers and Pre-schools across DelhiNCR, Hyderabad, Bangalore, and
Uttarakhand supported under Neev

70%

Children at Neev Anganwadi &
Preschool exhibiting an improvement in
development milestones including fine
and gross motor skills, socio-cognitive
as well as physical Development

COVID-19 pandemic caused newer challenges to
the Neev Program and the team had to shift
gears. The program operates through Anganwadi
Centers and Nursery Classrooms but due to the
lockdown the centers were shut to minimize
contact.
Neev team across project sites including Delhi
NCR, Uttarakhand, Hyderabad and Bengaluru
strategized the execution of activities to
accommodate the campaign’s responsibilities
along with the ongoing lockdown. The sessions
were made online to and regular telephonic
interaction between the project teams and the
stakeholders took placeto ensure continuity in
promoting holistic development of children. Also
worksheets, learning material were delivered to
the households by the field team with CoVID
protocols followed to make sure there is minimal
disruption of the program.

50.75%
Positive behavior change among
caregivers observed as a result of 500+
capacity building drives, awareness
sessions and engagement activities
under our Neev Program

20
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YOUTH
SUCCESS
Under the Youth Success domain, United Way Delhi,
through its programs, works towards enabling the youth to
achieve their full potential through the means of contextual
interventions in the fields of education, health, skillbuilding, life skills, sanitation & hygiene, and more. Aligned
to the New Education Policy, United Way Delhi’s School
Centered Community Development Program has
envisaged ensuring the holistic transformation of the
children and youth from the marginalized communities.
The SCCD program seeks to keep schools at the center and
reach out to the children, youth and community members
through holistic transformation. The three major
components of SCCD includes; NEEV, School Support
Program (SSP), and Karvaan- Youth Resource Centre. Other
key focus areas under this domain include promoting
scientific temperament through the promotion of STEM
Learning.
STEMTinkering Labs are set up with state-of-art equipment
for children to have access to experiential learning.
Through its Stem On Wheels program, United Way Delhi
also reaches out to the students and communities in the
last mile. The van has STEM models onboard, along with a
science instructor.
United Way Delhi strongly believes that children and young
people have tremendous potential, which, if harnessed to
advance the common good, can bring a positive
transformation in the lives of the many. Through our
programs, United Way Delhi aspired to enable youth to
become leaders in their community and potential
changemakers of tomorrow.

22
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29.4%

Increase in enrolment rate of youth in
schools through improved leadership of
community members

15.03%

Positive trend among Students’
Learning Outcomes (SLOs) evaluated in
English, Science, & Mathematics

1,000+

Students enabled to continue education
during Covid-19 pandemic through
access to digital devices

5,000+

Government school students have
access to experiential learning through
STEM, STEM on Wheels programs

5,500+

The exposure at the Karvaan-Youth Resource
Centre allowed children to work together in
teams and taking the problem-solving approach
which helps in bringing solutions. The change in
mindset will reflect in their life decisions for the
years to come, continuation of these activities
will change the perspective of the children in long
run. Now during the classroom sessions,
students are learning about each other’s queries.
The teamwork reflects friendship among all the
students. This approach shows new level of
confidence and helps a lot during the classroom
presentations.
Ms. Sahithi
6-A Class Teacher, Govt. High School, Amberpet

Children and Community Members
reached out, empowering them to
become responsible citizens on Road
under our Road Safety campaign
UNITED WAY DELHI: ANNUAL REPORT
24
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ACCESS
TO HEALTH
Health is an integral component of the projects
running under different domains in United Way Delhi.
Lack of proper water & sanitation facilities in the
schools results in dropout of children, especially
girls, impacting their education and career.
Appropriate sanitation facilities in schools provide
the basis of a healthy learning environment.
United Way Delhi under project WATSAN project
focuses on providing Toilets to schools in Delhi,
NCR according to their requirements and Ensuring
sustainability through behavioural change among
key stakeholders including school staff, students,
SMC members and the community.
Besides WatSan, under project Parivesh, aimsto
Improve Reproductive, Maternal, Neonatal, Child and
Adolescent Health (RMNCH+A) outcomes by
intervening among adolescents (10-19 years),
pregnant and lactating women (15-49 years), and
health systems in urban slums/resettlement
colonies of South-West Delhi using inclusive & life
course approach.

26
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100+

Women have taken charge as
Community Health Leaders in
geographies including Kapashera,
Brijwasan, Salapur etc.
With the spread of the COVID Pandemic, there
was a new challenge in the community on health
front. While the doctors and frontliners
continued to play their part and defend us from
the virus, at the community level a lot of
rumours, misconceptions and stigma also
sprouted, creating complications.

90+

Toilets in schools built across multiple
geographies in Delhi NCR, ensuring
improved sanitation facilities for
4000+ Students

Stakeholders including Youth and Community
Leaders under different United Way Delhi
Programs pulled up their sleeves to address
these issues.
Youth from our Karvaan Youth Resource Center
in Aya Nagar strategized and built CoVID
awareness campaign in the community,
designed pamphlets, created audio messages
and went ahead disbursing myths and common
misconceptions and also promoted CoVID
Appropriate Behavior in the community.
Another group of Youth from our Chetna –
Youth Resource Centre in Ghaziabad shot
awareness videos and disseminated it through
WhatsApp groups and social media.

500+

Sessions on community health
facilitated under various programs
promoting safe and healthier practices
for the different age groups including
infant, children and youth

28
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FINANCIAL
STABILITY
United Way Delhi supports women and young adults
from financially disadvantaged households to
empower them to build a better quality of life for
themselves and their families. Through the means
of professional skill building and business
development support, we aim to economically
empower them to achieve their full potential through
means of financial stability.
Other than to survive a deadly and fast transmitting
virus, the pandemic brought a sense of financial
insecurity in the lives of lakhs of people in India. To
tackle the health crisis, the nationwide lockdown
continued for months in the year 2020-21 imposing
strict restrictions on mobility and running livelihood
related activities.
The worst hit section in of the society in regards to
financial stability, included the members belonging
to the marginalized communities. With their busines
s shutting down and savings being depleted to make
their ends meet, Covid-19 pandemic not only made
them witness a health-crisis, but also a financial
one. Our initiatives enable community members to
achieve their full potential through the means of
livelihood and income-generation support.

30
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80%
Women enrolled in our Financial
Stability and Livelihood Programs
and are being empowered to become
potential decision makers at the
household level

28%

Women and Youth in our
Financial Stability Programs are
successfully linked with Government
Schemes and Programs including
PMJJBY, PMSBY, etc.

150+
Community Leaders are promoting
Financial Literacy among community
in modules including Savings,
Investment, RDs. etc.

32
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Sometimes it is a suggestion which is more
powerful and helpful than money”, says Gunjan,
an evolving Women Leader from our Samriddhi
Program. Gunjan lives in Kapashera with her
husband and two children. Unfortunately she
had to face crisis at home when her husband
was operated and later when he fell ill. During
the first time a relative had suggested to return
to the native place to avoid higher cost of living
of a metro city in addition to hospital and
medical expenses.
She says “I was dreading the situation of
returning to the rural life. Our children had been
studying here and we were all dreaming of a
better future.” They were about to decide when
her son, who was in school then, requested them
to not shift. He did not want to waste his one
year and also wanted to complete his college
studies – both were at risk if they moved! They
decided otherwise and she continued her
stitching work. When her husband was on bed
for more than 4 months she worked and took
care of home expenses and children’s fee, all the
money was spent on household and treatment.
Gunjan met the Samriddhi team in 2016 and took
this
decision
of pulling up her sleeves and taking charge.
With some handholding support, training and
assistance from the SamriddhiTeam, Gunjan
currently runs a store with beauty essentials in
the community. She is able to provide for the
family as well as have started her Recurring
deposit, keeping some money safe for future.
The hopeful Gunjan ends our interview, “If I can
save Rs a lac or two, we can set up a shop and
both of us can work from home and can be a
little relaxed. I need to save which is not
happening right now. But my most important
saving / investment is my children’s future. We
are investing in them. If they learn well, our life
will be made. After all, what is the use of money
or savings if children are not brought up well?

UNITED WAY DELHI: ANNUAL REPORT
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ENVIRONMENT
United Way Delhi works to combat the issue of
environment degradation and promote environmentsustainability in the conscious efforts of people.
Through our various initiatives, we help provide
communities with a greener, safer, and healthier
environment across India.
We integrate the components of environment in
our projects as well as volunteering initiatives to
contribute to the Sustainable Development Goals and
raise awareness about the cause.
United Way Delhi strives ahead to sensitize human
beings mostly in the densely populated urban regions
of India through campaigns and programs like United
for Air, Green Your Space, Green Your School & Why
Waste under an initiative of NIRA - Nature is
Requesting Action.
The primary motive NIRA and the programs under it
hold is to bring behavioral changes in society
involving adults and youth to acknowledge, monitor
and take suitable actions to save and revive the
environment through sustainable approaches.
Instilling the idea of protecting the environment in
schools and communities churns the process of
greener and better place to live in.

34
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2,50,000
Community members have access
to real-time monitoring of AQI
levels, through the LED Display
Monitors in Gurugram installed under
United For Air campaign

1,00,000+
Citizens (School Students, Youth, RWA
and Community Members) engaged on
upcycling under the virtual WhyWaste
campaign

5,000
Schools across India developed ideas
to convert their existing infrastructure
to a green one

1.4
Tonnes

Despite the changing scenario in the country
amidst the pandemic and lockdown, environment
continues to remain a core focus area at United
Way Delhi.
Aligned with the Government of India’s
‘Swachhta Hi Seva’, United Way Delhi launched a
unique digital initiative #WhyWaste. As part of
the program, community members such as
school & college students, Resident Welfare
Associations (RWAs) and general public are
being encouraged to share creative ideas to
reuse and upcycle plastic waste generated at
home and/or communities. A special microsite
www.whywaste.co.in was created for submitting
entries in form of ‘DIY videos/ pic’, slogans &
posters and one-minute pitch videos around
plastic waste management. The initiative
received over 2200+ entries from schools and
college.
Residents from the participating RWAs across
Delhi-NCR made eco-bricks under the campaign
which was then collected and recycled into a
bench, that was given back to the respective
RWA.

Plastic waste repurposed and
reused in the value chain through
mobilization of community members of
solid waste management
36
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From the

From the

CHAIRPERSON’S DESK

CEO’s DESK
Dear Partners,
Dear Partners,
This is a time like no other in our lives. The COVID-19
pandemic continues to produce uncertainty, stress and
trauma in our communities. By now, we have all been
impacted by this virus, which has been devastating for so
many. Despite the challenges we are all facing every day, this
is also a time that is bringing out the best in many people from
the healthcare staff and first responders fighting on the front
lines to the essential workers providing food, products and
services.
United Way as a network in India quickly strategized to take
stock of the situation on ground and started responding right
from day one.

KAPIL KUMRIA
Chairperson
United Way Delhi Board

On behalf of everyone at United Way, we are incredibly
thankful to you for serving and caring for those in need. We
are proud to play a critical role in this fight by partnering when
the pandemic erupted, at Delhi, we took immediate steps to
form a dedicated Covid task force that studied the evolving
scenario, built partnerships with government and other
relevant stakeholders and initiated the United Against COVID
campaign. Our campaigns and intervention evolved, keeping
in mind the changing scenario amidst this pandemic. While
we responded, we at United Way Delhi made sure to keep the
team and their families at safety. Members in the Covid
taskforce camped at an offsite location to ensure they did not
become spreaders for their families and communities as they
continued to respond on the ground. There were regular health
checks, Covid tests, Safety SOPs etc., to keep the team safe
and protected. As we emerge stronger from this pandemic,
the world will be a different place. There shall be new
challenges and new opportunities. We hope for a continued
partnership with you as we continue to advance the common
good.

Earlier last year, the World Health Organization declared
the COVID outbreak as a pandemic. Many governments
around the world have taken stricter and more impactful
measures to ensure the safety of their citizens. In
addition to the immediate and grave health concerns, we
are seeing a much wider impact on all of our lives as well
as the global economy, posing newer challenges for the
communities, inflating the need of an evolved social
sector, more than ever before.
Understandably, the nation witnessed and continues to
witness challenging times.
First and foremost, we would like to thank each of
our partners for joining hands and helping weather this
crisis. Your continued commitment makes all the
difference.
While the organization, on the one hand, geared up to
address the rising needs of the health infrastructure, our
regular intervention under different domains, including
early childcare, education, health, environment and
livelihood demanded a re-strategizing amidst the
pandemic and the subsequent lockdown.
We were quick to adapt our programs to digital medium,
build capacity among our stakeholders on usage of
smartphones, and internet connection to ensure the
continued implementation of our programs, towards
advancing the common good.
With support from our Corporate Partners, aligned with
the ongoing efforts of the government, under the United
Against COVID campaign, through dedicated Hospital
Support Package, Frontliners Support Package, Family
Essentials Kits and other interventions, we were able to
collectively touch the lives of 15,00,000 individuals
across multiple states in the country.
We are mindful of the responsibility organization like
ours has at this time. In moments like these our

Sachin S Golwalkar
CEO
United Way Delhi
purpose and values matter a lot to the people and
communities we serve.
It is in times of crisis that S/heroes are born. In all
modesty, we want United We Fight, United We Win, our
core value to shine at this difficult hour. We earnestly
and humbly thank each one of you for continued
support and trust. On behalf of the team, I present to
you our Organizational Annual Report, a story of
challenges, a bible of our efforts.
Please, do look after yourselves and your families.
And stay safe. Thank you.

With Respect and Gratitude!
38
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GOVERNMENT SPEAKS
Sh. Arvind Kejriwal
Chief Minister, Delhi

The COVID 19 Pandemic has tested us all – individual families, organisation as well as
government. However, with the support of 2 crore
people of Delhi, and the exemplary
contribution of non profits and philanthropic organisations such as yours, Delhi has managed to
brave a total of four waves so far.

Ms. Harleen Kaur
IAS, District Magistrate South-East Delhi

I place on record my appreciation to acknowledge the activities undertaken by United Way Delhi, in
providing essential commodities including protective gear and family kits to the migrants in South
East Delhi. As a matter of fact, in this hour of need, your NGO has come forward and extend their
selfless service to humanity. We wish you all the best for future interventions.

I am grateful to you and your team for the dedication and relentless efforts with which you have
served the people of Delhi during such crisis.

Dr. Yash Garg
IAS, Deputy Commissioner
Gurugram

We are thankful to United Way Delhi and its Corporate Partners for generous support towards aiding the
ongoing efforts of the government to tackle the Corona pandemic. Kudos for helping us
gear up for subsequent wave. We thank the organisation for being a long standing partner with the
District Administration

40
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Ms. Saroj Khatri
School Nursery Inspector
South Delhi Municipal Corporation

The work under education domain by United Way Delhi has been remarkable. The children not have
access to a joyful and enabling environment because of which there is new zeal and enthusiasm. I am
hopeful that we have more such projects with UWD in the coming times.

UNITED WAY DELHI: ANNUAL REPORT
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NGO PARTNERS
• Lotus Petal Charitable Foundation

42

•

Literacy India

•

Rainbow Foundation India

•

Creation Welfare Society

•

Digital Empowerment Foundation

•

Prayatn

NSSO data tells us that we have more than 290 million children in India who do not and will not have access
to any computer literacy program.

•

Vidya Integrated Development for Youth & Adults

1. Computer Shiksha (CS) has been trying to bridge the digital divide by providing FREE

•

Computer Shiksha

2. Refurbished computers

•

Kinship for Humanitarian Social and Holistic Intervention in India

•

Dr. A.V. Baliga Memorial Trust

3. Complete Course Videos covering MS Paint, MS Office equivalent Open Office Suite (Word,
Worksheet and PPT), Internet and Email

•

MAMTA Health Institute for Mother and Child

4. 8 days Teachers Training to deliver CS course using CS Videos

•

The People to People Health Foundation

5. Life-time hardware and software maintenance

•

Creation Welfare Society

•

Mantra for Social Change

•

Centre for Youth Development and Activities

•

United Way India

•

United Way Kolkata

•

United Way Mumbai

•

United Way Hyderabad

•

United Way Chennai

•

United Way Bengaluru

•

United Way Baroda

•

United Way Ahemdabad

UNITED WAY DELHI: ANNUAL REPORT

Dr. Rakesh Suri
FounderPresident
Computer Shiksha

6. Assessment and Certification Services
When Covid struck and schools closed down, CS took it as an opportunity to set up as many computer labs
as possible in the schools all over India and one of the Donors/ Partners who bought into our vision that one
day children will be back in schools and we should use this time to strengthen schools infra was United Way.
UW came forward to partner with CS to establish computer labs and train the teachers in 20 schools in
Delhi/NCR area and today, the work is complete and computer labs are ready for children to study in”.

Mr. Ashok Kumar
Executive Director
Dr. A.V. Baliga Memorial Trust

When challenges were from every corner during COVID19, our team were almost
hopeless to get support for hundreds of people who were struggling for two meals a
day. Heartfelt thanks from Dr A V Baliga Memorial Trust and from the communities of
Old Delhi and Mangilpuri to UWD . It was impossible without your support to save
hundreds of lives of less privileged people. Saluting such a valuable partnership.
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CORPORATE PARTNERS
Dr. Renu Chopra
Managing Trustee
Prayatn
School closures due to coronavirus pandemic impacted the students, teachers and families. The
impact was far more severe for disadvantaged children causing interrupted learning. The need of
the hour was to innovate and implement alternative teaching learning methodologies and ensure
continuity of education for students. Prayatn rose to the challenge and with support from its
partners United Way of Delhi and Deloitte, who always stood by us in testing times, ensured that
children continue with their education without wasting a year. Our partners not only provided us
the financial support but also material support –laptops, tablets for students & course books and
notebooks. Prayatn shall always remain indebted to them for their help & support.

Mr. Kushal Chakravorty
Founder & Managing Trustee
Lotus Petal Foundation
The past year and a half have been challenging for our beneficiaries who needed our support more than
ever. Partners like UWD gave us the support to continue our education programs – Vidyananda School,
Pratisthan Learning center, and Skill training program Jeevika uninterruptedly. Long-term supporters like
UWD empower us to transition into a Hybrid school model to ensure over 96% of our students met their
learning outcomes. Now, we have pivoted into a lockdown-proof school for underprivileged children.
Despite the pandemic in 2021, we have doubled our student strength to provide education to more
underprivileged children.

•
•

Amway India Enterprise Pvt Ltd
Bajaj Auto Ltd

•

Cargill India Pvt Ltd

•

Carlson Hotels Pvt Ltd

•

Carrier Airconditioning & Refrigeration Ltd

•

Charities Aid Foundation of America

•

Eli Lilly and Company (India) Pvt Ltd

•

GE India Industrial Pvt Ltd

•

GE Power Systems India Pvt Ltd

•

GE T and D India Ltd

•

Genpact India Pvt Ltd

•

Grid Equipment Pvt Ltd

•

HCL Foundation

•

Innoven Capital India Pvt Ltd

•

Keysight Technologies International India Pvt Ltd

•

Keysight Technologies India Pvt Ltd

•

KPMG Foundation

•

Nasscom Foundation

•

Radisson Hotels (South Asia Pvt Ltd)

•

SBI Cards and Payment Services Pvt Ltd

•

Tata Steel Foundation

•

Whirlpool of India Ltd

•

PepsiCo India

Our association with UWD is more than 4 years and their continuous support year on year has been
reassuring. We are privileged to work closely with UWD on existing projects and strengthen our partnership
in years to come by exploring opportunities to serve the underprivileged children together by collaborating
on new projects.
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AWARDS
CSR TIMES
AWARDS
School Centered Community Development (SCCD) Program of United Way Delhi (UWD) supported
by Corporate Partner Genpact aims to uplift vulnerable communities by focusing on the holistic
development of budding generations and laying a foundation for a sustainable world, won the
silver award in 7th National CSR E-Summit at CSR Times Award 2020 as the Best NGO in
Community Development Category.

MAHATMA
AWARD
UWD’s #UnitedAgainstCOVID Campaign that included interventions ranged from aiding the efforts
of the government by upgrading testing facilities, providing essential supplies and equipment to
hospitals, supporting the frontliners, and working with migrant communities in these times of
distress. The campaign also worked on raising community awareness against the virus, received
the Mahatma Award at India International Center (IIC) where Honorable Deputy CM Manish Sisodia
graced the event as the Chief Guest.
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DILLI KE DHAAKAD
92.7 BIG FM for recognized UWD as Dilli ke Dhakkad
fot #UnitedAgainstCovid19 campaign that is committed to aiding the
ongoing efforts of the government to fight against COVID-19.

e-NGO CHALLENGE
AWARDS
UWD’s Flagship PHC Upgradation Program, supported by Corporate Partner Bajaj bagged ‘Special
Mention’ at the Internationally acclaimed eNGO Challenge Awards 2020-2021. The program aims
at upgrading the primary health care centers, making them COVID ready, and build awareness in
the community.
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MEDIA COVERAGE

Press coverage in

300+
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International and National Media Houses
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IN OUR MEMORIES
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Mr. Rajeev Karwal

Mr. Akhil Bansal

Founder, Milagrow Robots
Member, United Way Delhi Board

Deputy CEO, KPMG India
Member, United Way Delhi Board

We are deeply saddened by the loss of one of the strongest guiding pillars of the organization this year, Mr.
Rajeev Karwal. Mr. Karwal contributed exceptionally to the organization as a board member and his
contributions have been instrumental in helping us achieve our goals.

With Mr. Akhil Bansal leaving us for his heavenly abode, we at United Way Delhi (UWD) have lost our guiding force.
Akhil’s association with United Way Delhi over the years has helped the organization expand its social endeavors.
His passion in the social sector has been remarkable.

His expertise in the field of STEM and education helped us remarkably in designing and implementing
programs that aim at youth success. Mr. Karwal not only guided us at a strategic level but had been an
integral support during our on-ground initiatives as well.

A go-getter, Akhil tremendously contributed both on the ground as well as at the strategic level, helping United Way
Delhi roll out programs under different domains including Early Childcare, Education, Health, Environment, and
Disaster Response.

We are certain that his association with the organization will continue to inspire us in the coming years.

His positive attitude inspired the United Way Delhi team to continue to advance the common good. We shall miss
him, Akhil’s vision, his encouragement of innovation in the social sector shall inspire us for years to come.
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UNITED WAY
GLOBAL NETWORK
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UNITED WAY
NETWORK
IN INDIA
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FINANCIALS
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NOTES AND DISCLAIMERS
About the Cover: The Graffiti is join effort of the United For Air Team and Students at PG
College, Sector 9, Gurugram, aimed towards community awareness and sensitization on
Waste Segregation.
Data points mentioned under different domains in this report are basis internal
assessments, program evaluation reports and third party documentation.
Content, graphics, data, Imagery etc in this report is property of United Way Delhi and
cannot be reproduced/used/disseminated without the written permission/authority of the
organisation.

FOLLOW US
@uwdofficial

@unitedwaydelhi

@unitedway_delhi

@unitedwaydelhi
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S-79, First Floor, Pancheel Park
Delhi - 110017
E-mail - info@unitedwaydelhi.org

Website: www.unitedwaydelhi.org

